PURE COOKWARE
Pascale Naessens

There is no doubt in Pascale Naessens’ mind:
“Working with beautiful and handy objects in
the kitchen makes you happy.” Based on this
philosophy, the ceramist has now expanded
her successful ‘Pure’ line for Serax with pots and
pans featuring an unsurpassed ease of use, and
which are sure to catch the eye at the dinner
table.

In addition, she has also launched a beautiful
collection of wooden objects that are the
ultimate companions to the cooking pots, both
in the kitchen and on the table.

PASCALE NAESSENS

After five intensive years as an international fashion model, Pascale Naessens returned to
Belgium, where she began a career in Belgian television, and not only translated her passion
for health and cooking into diplomas both for health consultancy and as a restaurateur,
she also wrote a series of cookery books. Today, Pascale is one of the best-selling culinary
authors in Belgium. Her fascination for ceramics led to the ‘Pure’ tableware line for Serax,
the perfect addition to her cookbooks. Pure: the common thread in everything she does.
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PURE COOKWARE
Pascale Naessens

MATERIALS

Body: forged aluminium starting from 4mm plate
Bottom: full induction, steel 430
Handles & pansticks: casted stainless steel 202
Handles and pansticks are attached to the body with rivets
Lid: stainless steel 304
Knob: casted stainless steel 202
Inside coating: strong 3-layer non-stick coating

CONTENT

1,4L – 2,1L – 3,1L – 4,1L – 5L – 7,5L

OPERATIONAL USAGE

Food safe
Cookware
Suitable for all heating sources (induction, gas, electrical and ceramic),
except for the roaster this is suitable for gas, electrical and ceramic.
Dishwasher proof: yes
Oven proof: yes

SPECIAL CARE
INSTRUCTIONS

All details can be found in care instruction leaflet included in packaging.

PACKAGING

Gift box
Volume and dimensions of the complete range available upon request.
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PURE COOKWARE
Pascale Naessens

PURE OVEN DISHES
The ‘Pure’ range of oven dishes consists of
round and oval-shaped over dishes in different
sizes.
For Pascale, they perfectly complement the
plates, dishes and bowls that she has already
designed for her tableware line. You can now
cook, serve and eat her delicious recipes using

her beautiful ceramics. She believes in an
‘and-and-and’ story: great food, enjoying the
company of your guests and not too much work
in the kitchen. For her, it was a logical step to
make something that allows you to take your
food straight from oven to table.

PASCALE NAESSENS

After five intensive years as an international fashion model, Pascale Naessens returned to
Belgium, where she began a career in Belgian television, and not only translated her passion
for health and cooking into diplomas both for health consultancy and as a restaurateur,
she also wrote a series of cookery books. Today, Pascale is one of the best-selling culinary
authors in Belgium. Her fascination for ceramics led to the ‘Pure’ tableware line for Serax,
the perfect addition to her cookbooks. Pure: the common thread in everything she does.
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PURE COOKWARE
Pascale Naessens

MATERIALS

Terracotta
Finishing: fully glazed
Firing temperature: biscuit firing at 900℃ & glaze firing at 1300℃
Production: traditional molding
Thermal shock resistance: 260°C

OPERATIONAL USAGE

Food safe
Cook ware
Microwave proof: yes
Dishwasher proof: yes
Oven proof: yes
Salamander proof: yes

SPECIAL CARE
INSTRUCTIONS

Allow the dishes to dry out properly before storing it in a closed room.
We advice to use soft detergents for commercial dishwashers.

PACKAGING

Giftbox
Volume & dimensions of the complete range available upon request.
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